Abstract-In the forest industry, trees are logged and harvested by human-operated hydraulic manipulators. Eventually, these tasks are expected to be automated with optimal performance. However, with todays technology the main problem is implementation. While prototypes may have rich sensing information, real cranes lack certain sensing devices, such as encoders for position sensing. Automating these machines requires unconventional solutions. In this paper, we consider the motion planning problem, which involves a redesign of optimal trajectories, so that open loop control strategies can be applied using feed-forward control signals whenever sensing information is not available.
I. INTRODUCTION
The use of automated robots has become one of the major influences in the increase of productivity of some industrial sectors. In recent years, the enlargement of such technology to a broader range of applications, including outdoor environments, has set new challenges to research in robotics. One of these applications is related to the forest industry, which has proved to be challenging due to the difficulty of the process, and specially the handling of the environmental conditions [1] . However, motivated by the economical benefit of their usage, the development of semiautonomous forestry machines has become of interest for some entities, as it is the case of the Swedish forest industry.
In this sector, there are mainly two types of off-road vehicles: the harvester, which fells and delimbs the trees, and cuts the trunk into logs of a predetermined size, and the forwarder (see Fig 1) , which collects the logs in a tray and carries them to the nearest road for transportation. In the most usual scenario, each vehicle is equipped with a similar hydraulic manipulator, and the end effector varies according to the process to be performed. Supported by the manufacturers and forestry companies, our group has been working towards the automation of such cranes. The focus of research covers a wide range of problems, and includes tasks such as: modeling, optimal motion/trajectory planning, efficient motion/trajectory representation, controller design, workspace
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Recently, various scenarios of controlling manipulation tasks were reported [2] , [4] , [6] , in which the problem of planning time-optimal motions and controller design are discussed. These automated motions are intended to provide great assistance and stress relaxation to human drivers. The experimental verification of such work was carried out in a forwarder crane, which is equipped with various sensing devices for pressures and positions to realize feedback control (see Fig. 1 ). However, it has become clear that most of this development might have a limited value for commercialization, since some variables in the process are unlikely to be measured during real operation. This is the case of links displacement sensing, which inclusion would require serious decisions in redesigning cranes, and which manufacturers are not ready to make. Hence, developing scenarios for (semi)-automated manipulation tasks should be narrowed down to meet constraints imposed on a set of measurement devices reliable for long-time operation, i.e. pressure sensors. The goal of this article is to provide a discussion of preliminary results to the problem of automation of hydraulic manipulators restricted to a limited number of sensing devices. Based on the work reported in [2] , [4] , we aim at providing complementary steps in motion planning, useful to define a family of motions which execution does not rely 
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Semi-autonomous motions refers to those trajectories planned to execute parts of a task, reducing in this form the involvement of the driver. Working with a limited number of sensors implies that closed-loop control for stabilization of these motions is not feasible with position as feedback. However, with the knowledge of nominal input signal along a predefined path, a feed-forward open-loop strategy can be sufficient to execute the motion. These open loop signals can be either computed from a model of the system, or measured when all ideal conditions are satisfied, i.e. from a fully instrumented prototyping machine.
The main problem to be found when considering openloop control is referred to as divergence. This implies that when links trajectories are not carefully planned, the resulting motion tends to deviate from the nominal one. The cause of this problem is attributed to the sensitivity of the motion to initial conditions and internal dynamics. However, there is the hypothesis that some finite-time trajectories are less sensitive than others, and can be accurately and repeatably reproduced without active presence of position feedbacks. If initialized wrongly, these family of trajectories remain in a vicinity of the nominal one, i.e. asymptotically stable.
In the following sections we illustrate how such trajectories can be found, and present results of experimental validation to these arguments. In doing so we will
• use as a background standard tools for path constrained trajectory planning,
• extend these methods for taking into account velocity constraints of the hydraulic actuators,
• explain and experimentally validate steps in using pressure measurements for reconstruction of links positions.
III. KINEMATIC MODEL
The manipulator used for our study is a downsized version of a typical forwarder crane (see Fig. 1 ). The kinematic configuration and operational principles are similar to real onproduction cranes. It is hydraulically powered and consists of an open kinematic chain of four links from the base to the joint where the end effector is attached. The joints are structured as follows:
(0) Base of the robot manipulator. 
The vector of generalized coordinates is defined as
T . The forward kinematics can be conveniently expressed using the Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) convention [5] , where each link configuration is represented by the homogeneous transformation
parameterized by joint angle θ i , link offset d i , link length a i , and link twist α i . In Table I the parameters are provided describing the configuration of the forwarder crane used in this study. 
Eventually, the Cartesian position of the boom tip with respect to the base frame of the robot is defined by
The inverse kinematics can be found as a solution of a set of nonlinear trigonometric equations given by T 0 4 in (2). These computations allow to find the vector
T as function of the cartesian coordinate p 0 and the telescopic extension q 4 , i.e.
The configuration and velocity constraints are given in Table II , and they are experimentally found. 
IV. MOTION PLANNING
In this section the initial steps in motion planning are presented. To this end, the approach of path constrained trajectory planning [3] , [4] is applied to design time-optimal motions that regard of velocity constraints. The main principle is to avoid a time-dependence search by introducing parametric descriptions of a path, e.g. time-independent polynomial or trigonometric functions. In this form, motion planning is reduced to the problem of searching for a parametric variable that describes the evolution of the motion.
As an illustrative example we consider the following paths: 1) Circular path: This path describes a 2D circle in the xz-plane of the base frame as depicted in Fig. 2 . This unusual path is very illustrative for the analysis of sensitivity of a motion in the vicinity of a nominal one, whenever open loop feed-forward control is used. A parametric description of the motion can be given in the following form
In these equations, the arc length along the path is a choice that naturally yields a monotonic evolution, and can be calculated as follows 
2) Parabolic path:
This path is a 3D parabola similar to those performed for logging (see Fig. 3 ). A parametric description of the path can be given as function of the monotonic movement in the x-direction, i.e.
which allows to define
Since the vertex must be the maximum of the parabola a < 0. The distance between the vertex to the directrix is computed by Fig. 3 . Path of the boom tip describing a 3D parabola in the x-y-zworkspace of the base frame.
A. Path-Constrained Trajectory Planning
Considering the inverse kinematic model (3), a parametric description of the non-redundant degrees of freedom is given
such that the motion is specified by the evolution of the independent variable θ. With such representation the explicit dependence of time disappears, and θ(t) becomes the motion generator. In addition, givenθ and the function φ 4 (θ) for the telescopic link, the joint velocities are directly assigned bẏ
such that the full state space vector [q,q] T is parameterized along the path by a proper choice of [θ,θ] and φ 4 (θ).
The inclusion of differential constraints in the design of a motion consists in mappinġ Fig. 4 , the dark area represents the region to be avoided to properly respect differential constraints. Shaping the region below this dark area by some function, i.e.
the solution θ is found by solving the integral:
for the boundary region defined by the parametric variable θ, and given within the time interval t ∈ [0, T ]. As a result, the whole motion of the manipulator along a specified path can be generated by following these numerical steps.
B. Time-Efficient Trajectory
To minimize time as performance index, i.e. motion at maximum velocity, implies that the function (12) is shaped closely to the boundaries of the velocity constraints (11). To exemplify this, we consider the paths given by (4, 7), and follow the next procedure:
• Parametrize the redundant joint variable q 4 := φ 4 (θ) by some function. In the case of the circular path (4), since the motion is periodic, the chosen function is a truncated Fourier Series of order M
while in the parabolic path we selected a Bezier Polynomial of order N.
for this case k = 4.
• Apply inverse kinematics (3) to compute the full vector function Φ(θ) along the given path.
• The optimal velocity joint profile (14, 15) is found for the coefficients φ 40 , φ 4a,i , φ 4b,i , P i that maximize the area under the envelope function formed by the individual joint velocity constraints along the path using (10). A time-efficient trajectory is finally obtained by constructing a smooth curve in the (θ,θ)-phase-plane, we took the 90% of the lowest value in upper limits of velocity constraints (11) as the initial and ending points. The results of this procedure for both examples are shown in Fig. 4 .
V. MOTION RE-PLANNING FOR OPEN LOOP CONTROL
As mentioned earlier, the nominal input signals can be found by recording the tracking of the desired trajectories in closed loop. The trajectories found in the previous section can be used for this purpose. However, it is worth to point out that in order to reproduce the motion by open-loop control, all conditions of the closed-loop should be satisfied. This involves the robot initial configuration, links velocities and accelerations. Since in real scenarios the crane is manually driven to the proximity of the initial configuration, the difficulty consists of satisfying initial velocities and accelerations. Therefore, in order to match these circumstances, a redesign of the trajectories has to be made, such that the input signal information allows the motion to start from rest. This scenario is discussed in this section.
The velocity profile is redesign, so that it starts from rest and smoothly connects to the original one as it is shown in Fig. 4 . In the case of the circular path after the original velocity profile is reached it will remain in a cycle. In the case of the parabola the idea is to start and end from rest. The intersection points of the velocity profile are selected by knowing the intersection points (16) in the velocity profile, from (13) we obtain the required time in the original velocity profile to those intersection points, with these times and by the fact that there are six constraints that must be satisfied, a pair for position, velocity, and acceleration. Then we need to find the coefficients of a fifth order polynomial
VI. POSITION ESTIMATION BASED ON PRESSURE SENSORS
Pressure sensors cannot be used for position feedback, since in principle pressure and position are related by dy-namics of the process, and they are difficult to accurately model [2] . Nevertheless, pressure can be used to estimate the position of each link provided our input signal keeps the motion in a vicinity of a particular planned one. To this end, and taking as example the parabolic function (7), we suggest the following procedure.
• By measuring the two chambers A and B of the hydraulic cylinder, we can compute the differential of pressure, which is defined by:
• Choose one of the differential of pressures, or a combination of differential of pressures, such that the resulting function is monotonic. In our case the differential of pressure for the first link q 2 shows a monotonic behavior (see Fig. 5 ). This differential of pressure can be used as a new variable θ to parameterize all joint variables (9).
• Define a polynomial function of the form (15), such that all positions are parametrically defined in terms of the new variable, i.e the differential of pressure (see Fig.  5 ). Whenever the trajectory is kept in a vicinity of the nominal motion, these polynomials will provide us with an estimation of the position for each of the links with respect to the differential of pressure.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Performance under open loop control
To carry on experimental studies, the prototyping crane depicted in Fig. 1 is employed. This laboratory crane is equipped with various sensing devices and a user interface to monitor the crane behavior. The software used for the implementation of algorithms is Matlab/Simulink.
In order to test the motion performance, we start by analyzing the circular path presented in Fig. 6 . To realize this motion, only the nominal input signal is applied to the links. The crane is positioned at the nominal initial condition. After one revolution the drifting becomes clear; however, it is not exponential and it remains in a vicinity of the nominal one. In opposite, if the velocity profile is not redesign to start from rest, the motion diverges immediately from the prescribed one. 
B. Performance with mismatch of initial conditions
To test the behavior of the crane under mismatch of initial conditions, we drive the crane to different initial configurations, but in a vicinity to the nominal one. In Fig.  7b it is seen that despite this variation, the trajectories stay in a vicinity defined by an envelope estimated experimentally.
C. Position Estimation
For the case of the parabolic path, the estimation of links positions is shown in Fig. 8 and 5 . It is worth to point out that this method is valid only for the constrained trajectories presented, otherwise we can have a set of positions for the same differential of pressure.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
The analysis of different drivers recorded motions reveals that the task of logging is composed by a short number of specific trajectories. These trajectories, which are repeatedly executed throughout the work day, could be introduced in a semi-autonomous way to reduce the work load of the drivers. Interestingly, complex control systems and the introduction of various sensing devices seem to be avoidable, whenever careful analysis is used to plan these motions. The work presented here has supported this concept, and motivates that the combination of motion planning and feed-forward open loop control could be perhaps sufficient to accomplish this task.
In order to achieve these results we have presented a procedure for trajectory planning, in which the path is defined in terms of a parametric variable. This method, which is known as path constrained trajectory planning, is used as the basis to define motions that can be re-planned to achieve open loop control. The re-planning of the motion consists of modifying the original trajectories, so to start from rest. In this form, initial conditions of a real operational scenario can be met. This procedure, which is done once for each motion, allows to define a data base in which motion is accompanied by input signal information. Whenever started at the correct initial crane configuration, or in a close vicinity of it, these nominal input signals allow the system to remain within a neighborhood of the planned trajectory.
Due to the absence of position sensing, the links angular movement is estimated by pressure measurements. To this end, the differential of pressure of each link cylinder is computed, with the aim of defining a new monotonic function. By means of this procedure, each link trajectory is parametrically defined as function of this new variable to impose a geometrical relation among them. Noticeably, this estimation is restricted to a specific path.
Experimental results were shown in which these ideas are validated
